
AVALON ALUMINUM RAILING® 
PRODUCT INFORMATION



PRE-DRILLED POSTS

Aluminum end, mid, and corner posts are pre-drilled for both 36" 
and 42" finished rail heights. End and corner posts are heavy duty to 
support the load of the tensioned cables.

BEAM KITS

Beam kits include top beam, brackets, and mid rail support, and are 
available for level or stair applications. 

FACTORY SWAGED FITTINGS

Factory swaged 316 grade stainless steel cable fittings are pre-
attached on one end and cables come in lengths of 10', 20', 30’, 50' 
and 70'. 10 cables are needed for 36" finished height, and 12 are 
needed for 42" finished height.
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NEW CABLE RAIL SOLUTIONS!
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AVALON FEATURES AND BENEFITS

EXCEPTIONAL STRENGTH

Durable powder-coated aluminum is AAMA certified and rust proof.  
And with over 10,000 hours of salt-spray testing (used to accelerate 
corrosion performance of a coating system), Avalon performs at more 
than 3 times the industry standard of 3,000 hours! It exceeds most 
all commercial and residential codes and is supported with a limited 
lifetime warranty.

TOP RAILS OPTIONS

The Oberon is designed for a deck board to be installed on top to 
create a flat top surface.

The Tristan™ The Oberon™The Pellinore™
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STYLE OPTIONS

Avalon Aluminum Railing offers a variety of infill options from traditional 
square balusters in pre-assembled panels, to the contemporary 
aesthetic of glass slats, to the high-end modern look of cable rail. 
Lighten things up with our Avalon 3-in-1 LED post cap, available in all 
3 Avalon color options, or some under-rail LED lighting!
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AVALON FEATURES AND BENEFITS
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POST OPTIONS

Choose from standard 21/2" aluminum posts - available as flush 
mount, fascia, or routed for cable - 41/4" aluminum posts/sleeves, or 
create a sleek look using 2" over-the-top posts. 

21/2" Standard Post

Cable Infill 3/4" Square Balusters Glass Slats

Over-the-Top Mid 
Post (also available in 

corner & end)

4¼" Post/Sleeve

COLOR OPTIONS

Avalon Aluminum Railing comes in three colors:

Colors reproduced in print may vary from actual colors.  
Please see your dealer for physical color samples.

White Matte Black Matte Bronze


